I. Introduction
Two radio frequency (RF) cavities are needed in the Positron Accumulator Ring (PAR) of the Advanced Photon Source. One is for the first harmonic frequency at 9.8 MHz, and the other is for the twelfth harmonic frequency at 118 MHz. This note reports on the design of the 118 MHz RF cavity. Computer models are used to find the mode frequencies, impedances, Q-factors, and field distributions in the cavity.
The computer codes MAFIA [1] , URMEL, and URMEL-T [2] are useful tools which model and simulate the resonance characteristics of a cavity. These codes employ the finite difference method to solve Maxwell's equations. MAFIA is a three-dimensional problem solver and uses square patches to approximate the inner surface of a cavity. URMEL and URMEL-T are two-dimensional problem solvers and use rectangular and triangular meshes, respectively. URMEL-T and MAFIA can handle problems with arbitrary dielectric materials located inside the boundary.
The cavity employs a circularly cylindrical ceramic window to limit the vacuum to the beam pipe. The ceramic window used in the modeling will have a wall thickness of O.gem. This wall thickness is not negligible in determining the resonant frequencies of the cavity. In the following, results of two-and three-dimensional modeling of the cavities using the URMEL-T and MAFIA codes are reported.
II. Design Constraints
The cavity parameters used in the design of the twelfth harmonic PAR cavity are shown in Table 1 [3] . The twelfth harmonic cavity employs a A/2 reentrant coaxial structure and is symmetrical with respect to the equatorial plane. The accelerating gap is placed at the center of the cavity. The length of the cavity has O.9m limit. The cavity gap voltage is specified to 30KV. The accelerating gap is vacuum sealed with a ceramic window to minimize the vacuum volume and multipactoring effects.
Using commercially available ceramic windows can save cost and time in cavity manufacturing. A commercially available circularly cylindrical window such as the model 807B3006-09-W of Ceramaseal is a possible choice. This ceramic part has an inner cylinder diameter of fi' and a length of 4.5/1. A circular stainless steel ring with a diameter of 6" is brazed to each end of the ceramic tube. In computer simulations E, = 9.0 is used for modeling the ceramic window.
In the following, results of computer modeling and design of the PAR cavity are presented. Physical dimensions and dielectric properties of the ceramic window described above are used in all models. The beam pipe is chosen to have a 6" diameter to match the ceramic window for easier fabrication. The 6" diameter beam pipe has cutoff frequencies of 1.5GHz and 1.16GHz for the TMol and TEll modes, respectively.
III. Simulations and Results
For the twelfth harmonic frequency cavity, both URMEL-T and MAFIA codes are used for comparison; the two-dimensional model with URMEL-T and the three- 
URMEL-T result
The cross-sectional view of the cavity is shown in Figure 1 . The internal dimensions of the cavity are 0.80m in length and 0.70m in diameter. The meshes generated by the code are shown in Figure 2 . Since there is a symmetry about the equatorial plane of the cavity, a half cavity is modeled. The code input data for this cavity is shown in Table 2 . Different boundary conditions at the cavity mid-plane allow computation of the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. That is, the plane Table 1 . The computed Q and R/ Q at the fundamental mode frequencies are all greater than the values specified in Table 1 . 
